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Season 16, Episode 31
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Path of the Righteous



Casey is convinced there is good left in Jarrod, enough to break Dai Shi's control, but the others doubt him knowing that even before he was possessed, Jarrod was a bully who went against those weaker than he was. Undeterred by his friends' doubts and Master Mao's orders not to pursue the issue, he faces Dai Shi at his lair to bring out the goodness in Jarrod. After a hard battle, Casey allows Dai Shi to destroy him and, as a result, Jarrod expels him before he can strike. The two leave the temple along with Camille, who also rebels against Dai Shi to protect Jarrod. The three then leave and are attacked by Scorch and Snapper. The other Rangers show up, and Jarrod and Camille join forces with them to defeat the two Phantom Generals. Scorch becomes a giant, then gets defeated by the Stampede Formation, including Jarrod and Camille's spirit beasts. Casey, for acting on his own instincts instead of copying his friends, finally earns his Master stripes while Jarrod runs off, feeling guilty over the trouble he's caused and the evil he unleashed...
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 November 2008, 00:00
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